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The following are translations of news 
articles found in the Japanese edition. 

Roads Around Hobara Elementary School To Be 
Designated as “Zone 30”
The roads surrounding Hobara Elementary are to be designated as a 

“Zone 30”, and traffic speed will be limited to 30 kilometers per hour.
Designation applies from January 1st, 2021.

Have you received your pneumococcal vaccine for the 
elderly yet?
Pneumococcal vaccine fees for the elderly are partially subsidized. 
Vaccination through the subsidy can only be undertaken once. All 
those interested, let’s make an appointment at a medical institution and 
receive our vaccinations soon! 
Period: through March 31st, 2021
Fee: ¥2,400

Eligibility for Influenza Vaccination Subsidies Extended to 
High School Students
・Subsidy Period: Thursday, October 1st 〜 Monday, December 28th
・Recipients of Extended Eligibility: Those born between 2002 and 2005 
(corresponds to those in the first through third years of high school)
・Subsidy Details: ¥1,000 per person

Declare income from selling electricity generated by solar 
panels
In situations where solar panels are installed on the roof of a home, 
etc., and the generated electricity is sold, the monetary income must be 
declared when filing either income or residence taxes.

Disability Confirmation for the Latter-Stage Elderly 
Healthcare System 
Those between ages 65 and 74 with a defined disability may be able to 
enter the Latter-Stage Elderly Health Care System upon application. 

Check your eligibility for the Extraordinary Provisional 
Allowance for Single-Parent Households
Those who received the Extraordinary Provisional Allowance for Single-
Parent Households, and whose income has declined due to the novel 
coronavirus pandemic, are eligible to receive an additional 50,000 yen 
per household.

Property Tax Reduction for Small- and Medium-Size 
Businesses Facing Income Reductions Due to the Novel 
Coronavirus Pandemic
Three consecutive months of sales reduced by 30% or more compared 
to the previous year mark eligibility
Filing Period: Monday, January 4th 〜 Monday, February 1st, 2021 
(simultaneous with filing for fixed-asset tax reduction)

ABUKUMA ANGOU EXPRESS
Period: Saturday, November 7th 〜 Sunday, February 7th
Procedure: Pick up a riddle book for free at any manned station, and try 
your hand at solving the mysteries found alongside the Abukuma line. Solve 
all the riddles, and you can enter a drawing for prizes. During the contest 
period, a limited number of ABUKUMA ANGOU EXPRESS full-day train 
passes will be sold at manned stations (Adults ¥700, Children ¥350).

Abukuma Express Photo Contest 2020
Period: Monday, November 2nd 〜 Friday, February 26th
Details: Photos are sought that capture seasonal scenery, everyday life, or 
the joys of travel along the Abukuma Express line, as well as photos related 
to the line’s reconstruction after 2019’s East Japan Typhoon (Typhoon 
Hagibis). Online entry is possible, and the grand prize comes with a reward 
of ¥50,000.
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Slow Cookers
Coordinator for International Relations’ Monthly Column by Anthony Gillan

of meat, slow cookers allow for great 
frugality. I found them invaluable while 
a graduate student, when I had neither 
money nor time. In America, I was one 
of the many people who would throw 
ingredients in a slow cooker when 
preparing breakfast, and come home in 
the evening to find a hot dinner waiting.
　Yet I rarely use my slow cooker in 
Japan. This is partly because I can’t 
seem to find dried beans or tough cuts 
of meat sold cheaply here, and partly 
because I can’t seem to figure out how 
to make use of Japanese ingredients. 
Currently I have found that a slow 
cooker does make exceptionally good 
curry, though, and I want to try making 
more things with other ingredients 
widely available in Japan. 
　This coming holiday season I intend 
on experimenting often with my slow 
cooker. I’m looking forward to eating 
rice bowls -- made with slow-cooked 
ingredients atop a bowl of germinated 
brown rice!

　December is the month of Christmas, 
and every year Christmas morning is a 
magic time for many American children, 
as they wake up and immediately run 
to the base of the Christmas tree to see 
what presents are waiting for them. 
Obviously I haven’t done this in many 
years; but as an adult I feel a similar 
thrill on mornings when food I’ve 
prepared is waiting for me in the slow 
cooker, where ingredients magically 
become something tasty. Often I don’t
know how it will turn out, just like I 
wouldn’t know what I might get for 
Christmas -- but more often than not, 
it is something to be happy about.
　Slow cookers, like those I often used 
in America (and often known just by 
the trademarked name of Crock-Pot), 
are electrical kitchen appliances used 
to cook food in a ceramic pot at low 
temperatures over a long period of time. 
Since they excel at making delicious 
dishes out of inexpensive ingredients 
such as dried beans and tough cuts 

News from the Date Municipal Library
Closure for the New Year Holiday
Dates: Monday, December 28th 〜 Monday, January 4th
Locations: Municipal Library; libraries inside the Hobara, Yanagawa, 
Ryōzen, and Tsukidate Central Exchange Halls
Other Information: During the closure, books cannot be returned 
through the library’s book drop. Please return them on or after 
Tuesday, January 5th.
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